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Rule Application in GIS { a Case StudyClaudia Bauzer Medeiros� Geovane Cayres Magalh~aesAbstractProduction rules in database systems have been used mostly forintegrity-related issues (e.g., derived data maintenance, authoritychecking and constraint veri�cation). This paper analyzes the needfor using production rules in geographic information systems, for aspecial family of applications { utility management systems. Thisframework is applied to a real life large scale application { thedevelopment of an integrated database system for the maintenanceand expansion of the telephone network in Brazil.1 IntroductionGeographic Information Systems { gis{ are systems that perform datamanagement and retrieval operations for georeferenced data. This termrefers to data about geographic phenomena associated with their physicallocation (coordinates) and spatial relationships. Examples of gis appli-cations are urban planning, thematic and statistic mapping for naturalresource management and utility facility mapping and management.gis have only recently bene�ted from database management systems.Most geographic systems are still based on a spatial data handler coupledto a sequential �le manager, without any dbms facility. Systems thatprovide database support are based on combining a relational dbms withspecial handlers which manipulate speci�c aspects of georeferenced data.At present, some relational systems support spatial data structures, such�Research partially �nanced by grants FAPESP 91/2117-1 and CNPq 500869/91-01



as quadtrees. However, these structures must be stored in relations in or-der to be accessed by the dbms. Thus, spatial query processing becomesvery complex.Queries posed of gis may require to know not only the present stateof the data, but also prediction of future. Passive databases can supportthe �rst type of query, with considerable implementation problems whenit involves spatial relationships. However, planning, engineering designand predictive analysis require management of temporal data, modellingof dynamic behavior and testing and simulation of alternative situations.For these cases, users should be provided with temporal and decisionsupport mechanisms - for instance, in urban planning or supervisory(e.g., tra�c) control. Current gis do not provide such facilities. Thispaper uses the active database paradigm to solve many of these problems.Active databases are systems that respond to events generated inter-nally or externally to the system itself without user intervention. Theactive dimension is supported by triggers and production rule mecha-nisms, provided by the DBMS [ACC+93].In most cases, rules are used exclusively for integrity management {either within a database or among heterogeneous systems (e.g., [BBKZ92]).Other applications include situation monitoring, user noti�cation andprocess management in design applications. Recent surveys of produc-tion rules and active databases appear in [HW92, ACC+93]. Examplesof present research in active databases can be found in [Cha92].This paper discusses problems posed by gis environments in an ac-tive database context. Production rules are shown to be relevant toperform at least three functions: supplying decision support facilities forplanning and engineering design applications; helping monitoring of re-motely acquired data; and supporting interface requirements. The issuespresented here can contribute both to active database and gis research:� On the gis side, it is shown how several required functions dependon a proper implementation of the active database paradigm. Sofar, research on gis databases has centered on spatial database is-sues (e.g., implementation structures and indexing), query process-ing and data modelling. There have been no studies on application2



of rules for cases such as reported here.� On the active database side, this paper introduces a new set ofproblems posed by a real life complex application that uses mas-sive amounts of distributed georeferenced data. This applicationconcerns the implementation of a gis database that will be usedfor the maintenance and expansion planning of Brazil's telephonenetwork. It is being developed by the sagre project at CPqD-Telebr�as1.This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overviewof gis requirements from a database point of view. Section 3 presentsa speci�c gis application domain { utility management systems { anddiscusses its requirements in an active database framework. Section 4presents the types of rules that must be supported for this type of ap-plication. Finally, section 5 presents conclusions.2 gis database requirementsThe database community has contributed to gis research by developingdata structures and algorithms in two �elds: spatial data structures (e.g.,quadtrees) which allow the e�cient manipulation of objects in 2D and 3Dspace; and structures for supporting geometric operations, which modelgeographic phenomena as points, line segments and polygons. Applica-tions that motivate this research are mostly in the areas of cartographyand environmental planning.Researchers consider that extensible (e.g. [HC91]) or object-orientedmodels [KT92] may provide a good basis for developing gis applications,helping to solve many modelling and implementation problems posed byrelational gis. Results are recent, and there is a lack of experience withreal data.gis data can be classi�ed in three main categories [Ooi90]:1Brazil's government telecommunications research center3



� conventional data { traditional alphanumeric attributes, handledby conventional dbms(e.g., the name of a city);� spatial data { attributes that describe the geometry and location ofgeographic phenomena (e.g., the city map, and its location insidea state). Spatial data has geometrical and topological properties.Topological properties describe relationships among geographic en-tities (e.g., neighborhood, connectivity), and can be either explic-itly stored, or derived [HT92]. Geometric data can be either invector or in raster format.In vector format, entities are represented as points, lines and poly-gons. Vector data is typically processed by computational geom-etry algorithms. In raster format, data is represented in pixels,or cells, where each cell is associated with a set of textual val-ues describing the points inside the cell. Di�erent raster �les arecombined using planar map overlay algorithms.� pictorial data { attributes that store images (e.g., photos) and aremanaged by image processing functions.In some applications, category boundaries are not so clear-cut. For in-stance, in telephone network modelling, a particular data type { network{ supports two categories which complement each other: the networkphysical layout (spatial) and the logical network connections, which de-termine valid communication paths (conventional data �elds). Logicalconnections may impose a communication topology which is di�erentfrom the physical layout topology.Queries in gis must combine and integrate di�erent categories, e.g.,relating street names (alphanumeric) to the street layout (spatial, inraster format), given neighborhood and connectivity constraints (com-puted using vector data). Typical gis queries involve di�erent types offeatures, or themes (e.g., vegetation, soil, hidrography). Present queryoptimization and indexing techniques are of little help in processinggis queries, since users require retrieval based not only on conventionaldata values but also on spatial relationships among phenomena. Some of4



the open issues to be considered for database support in gis applicationsare:� homogeneous handling of large amounts of textual and spatial data,which may be stored in di�erent scales and levels of detail. Thereare countless open problems in this area, ranging from storage man-agement to data modelling. Recent research is geared towardsusing object oriented systems, using computational geometry algo-rithms to compute spatial relationships (e.g., [Voi92, PMB93]).� temporal data modelling, for processing historical sequences. Presenttemporal data models do not fully satisfy gis needs, since both tex-tual data and spatial relationships may change with time. Researchon temporal databases has so far been restricted to nonspatial dataevolution [JCG+92].� new query optimization techniques. Again, this is an area wheremuch remains to be done. Studies on query optimization concen-trate on spatial data structures access, and usually disregard theassociated textual information (e.g., [AS91, Fra91, KTS91]). Fur-thermore, optimization techniques do not contemplate combinationof vector and raster data in a single query.� need for adequate interface facilities (textual, pictorial). Several ef-forts are being conducted in this direction (e.g., [LRC+92, BM92]).� support of supervision, planning and predictive activities. gis arepassive systems. There has been, so far, no attempt to use activedatabases to help planning and forecasting activities.This paper concentrates on discussing issues concerning the last twoitems. 5



3 The sagre project { utility management us-ing gis3.1 Project outlineThe sagre project is an o�cial Brazilian government R&D programfor monitoring and planning the expansion of Brazil's urban telephonenetwork, using a gis relational dbms.The Brazilian telephone network at the moment serves 11 millionsubscribers, for an area of 8.500.000 km2. The project started in 1991,is permanently sta�ed by 20 full time research personnel, and is expectedto last for another 4 years.The project is designing and implementing the core of a federateddatabase system, which will integrate local databases at key urban cen-ters. These databases will be used (both locally and country-wide) forthe following purposes:� scada { supervisory control data acquisition.� Determine appropriate regional phone rates based on actual main-tenance and usage costs.� Coordinate scheduling of repair and maintenance of the network.� Engineering design, supporting design decisions on determiningnetwork elements.� Support expansion planning, given usage patterns, urban develop-ment trends and investment policies.At present, telephone maintenance and planning activities in Brazilare executed on a local basis. The new system will allow integratingand controlling data throughout the entire country. This has required,among other things, de�ning standards for all levels of data manipulation- from storage structures to graphical display of georeferenced data. Thisis complicated by the fact that, up to now, very little exists in terms ofgis urban systems in Brazil. 6



3.2 Technical requirementsNetwork installation and maintenance involves considering equipmentcharacteristics, personnel quali�cation and geographical features withinan urban area. Urban phone lines in Brazil use both underground andaerial cable installations. Underground cables run inside ducts, whichare protected by special electrical and pressure systems. Aerial cablesare supported by poles and also require di�erent protection and signalbroadcast mechanisms.The sagre database system must handle data from several sources,such as:� equipment technical speci�cation and prices (e.g., cable types andcapacity, connector characteristics, pressure control devices);� personnel { repair and maintenance teams (e.g, employee quali�-cation and salaries);� telephone rates (which vary among regions and even inside a givenurban center);� urban characteristics (geographical and socioeconomic data).All this information is associated with its physical location, and geo-graphical and geological features. Thus, the system must be able tosupport queries on small scale details (such as optimal pole placementin a given street) to country-wide managerial decisions (e.g., expansioninvestment priorities).Even small-scale queries can be extremely complex. Pole placement,for instance, may require considering di�erent types of constraints { cost,manpower needed, mechanical stress, electrical protection, communica-tion characteristics, street topology, environmental reports and others.7



4 Production rules for utility management insagreThis section analyses sagre requirements from an active database pointof view. It must be stressed that most of the rule requirements describedare not yet available, given present technology limitations. The projectintends to add rule processing facilities to some system modules. How-ever, the full needs cannot yet be supported by any existing system.The system will use (urban) georeferenced data from the followingsources:� Urban features { e.g., street network, land parcel and plot dis-tribution, zoning characteristics, engineering structures (tunnels,bridges), tra�c and pedestrian routes;� Geographical and geological features { e.g., hidrography, topology,soil permeability;� Telephone net data { e.g., underground duct placement, connec-tors, cables, poles, terminal boxes, telephone stations and centrals,and equipment (for transmission, pressurization, electrical and me-chanical protection).All these types of data are spatially connected. For instance, a cable isdivided in cable sections. The database associates a given cable sectionwith its physical location in an urban area, the protection and transmis-sion equipment to which it is connected, and its physical characteristics{ number of lines, actual telephone numbers supported, expansion po-tential, etc. Furthermore, remote sensing devices continuously providethe system with message tra�c characteristics along this section. A sec-tion may contain a few thousand wire pairs2, where each pair ultimatelycorresponds to a given telephone number. Monitoring message tra�c fora given number involves following that pair along the cable network, andpolling the system for signal transmission.2Telephone signal transmission requires pairs of wires8



4.1 Rules for scada supportscada is the activity of monitoring data collected from remote sensingdevices in order to optimize facility usage. In sagre, this activity is usedto monitor message tra�c along telephone lines.Most monitoring activities are presently performed by human ex-perts who continuously examine graphic displays showing network mes-sage activity. These displays are fed with data from remote sensing datamonitors that provide information about di�erent types of network char-acteristics. Human controllers can act on display information to optimizemessage tra�c ow along the net, rerouting signals. Another monitoringfunction is that of determining repair schedules.Decisions are locality-dependent: an emergency situation in one ur-ban area may have a di�erent characteristic in a less densely popu-lated region. Repair solutions depend on availability of repair teamsand type of equipment, and geographical and physical installation con-ditions. Rerouting plans depend on the net topology, availability ofalternate routes, and message tra�c along these routes. The number ofvariables involved in scada is large, and many decisions are not takenfor lack of proper support tools.Thus, this type of activity is a prime candidate for rule support.Brazilian monitoring centers are being recon�gured so that remote sens-ing data will not only feed the displays alone, but also each local sagredatabase. Thus, this data will be used not only for situation monitor-ing, but also to establish usage patterns, thereby helping planning tra�crouting and to detect areas for installation expansion. Once this data be-comes available from the database, the human experts will be able to useproduction rule systems to help decision making. The active databaseitself will be able to trigger the simpler rerouting activities, liberatinghuman experts to more complex tasks.One of the project's aims is to establish decision support facilities insome sites, for a well de�ned set of situations.9



4.2 Rules for decision support in planning expansion andengineering designThe main goal of the sagre project is to provide a basis for expansionplanning and telecommunications policy making. It will allow a largeeconomy in the maintenance and installation of lines, by integratingdata in a national scale. Design alternatives, and repair and expansionschedules will be able to consider the di�erent types of equipment andpersonnel available at each site, which will allow �nding out the most eco-nomical solutions (given, for instance, storage and transportation costs).The system will support planning on a long and short term, and fordi�erent locality scopes (in one urban area, or in a state or the wholecountry).An engineering design or installation project, on a local scale, requiresthe coordination of di�erent types of design decisions: cable placement,transmission project, electrical protection project, and mechanical stressand pressure control.The transmission project, for instance, requires considering di�erenttypes of distance measurements { e.g., within ducts, between poles {to determine where to place signal boosters and remote sensor devices.Planning of electrical protection demands determining where and how toplace grounding equipment. Mechanical stress studies analyze how to in-stall equipment to support existing stresses given mechanical forces (e.g.,pole location, pole support, weight distribution). In some cases, polescannot be installed (e.g., in the middle of a thoroughfare). In such situ-ations, aerial cables are supported by a net of other (non-transmission)cables, which provide the same type of function as poles. The trans-mission design view will see a pole at this site, whereas the mechanicalproject has to consider the type of support provided, and to evaluate itsinstallation costs.All these activities (design views) should be integrated into an engi-neering design activity. The designer will indicate only the key pointsthrough which cables should pass. The system will present installationalternatives, that will consider options for equipment and material to be10



used, and determine sta� schedule to perform the installation.At present, a prototype is running on sagre that performs all ofthese activities using procedural code on top of the database system.However, given the variety of possible situations, it is impossible to codeall alternatives into the application code. Thus, the planning of an instal-lation (even at local { street { level) would bene�t from an appropriaterule support system.For cases where no previous installation exists (e.g., a new urbansettlement) the scheduling of work may involve periods of many years.The bene�ts gained by a proper decision support system can be consid-erable, especially since policy priorities change along the years. Thus,rules should be used to reect not only technical constraints but alsoguide policy making.Another advantage in using rules is linked to the evolution of telecom-munications equipment. Present applications are dependent on equip-ment technology characteristics. Thus, a technology change may requiremajor recoding. Applications should be immune to these changes, whichcan be achieved by the use of an active system.4.3 Symbology rulesGraphical output in gis presents several problems. The same georef-erenced element may be represented in di�erent scales and in di�erentcontexts. Users require di�erent output symbols for the same character-istic, where the symbol to be used is context (e.g., query) dependent.At present, the system used by sagre allows symbol de�nition at twolevels: fast symbology and full symbology. In the �rst case, elements arerepresented by simple geometric �gures (e.g., a cable is a line). In thesecond case, users are allowed to de�ne features such as color, size, labeltype. Neither option is satisfactory. Furthermore, assignment of fullsymbology features is very time consuming (all symbols must be enteredfor each case), and feature values may enter in conict with others.These symbology facilities are insu�cient for user needs. For in-stance, the same physical cable is represented by di�erent notations along11



its physical path { e.g., when it changes from underground to aerial in-stallation. Associated identi�cation (string) tags and labels also changeaccordingly. Thus, one single database entity is associated with di�erentoutput conventions which vary according to its physical surroundings.This means the display of database elements depends on their spatialrelationships with the surrounding area. At present, this is solved bydividing the element in sub-elements according to desired display char-acteristics. This creates arti�cial entities in the database.In a larger scale, when an urban section is examined, users may wantto outline some features and ignore others. Di�erent views of the sameregion can be provided by changing the display symbology.Thus, interface design requires support of user-de�ned display rulesin order to accomodate di�erent requirements. Users must be able toupdate the rule set dynamically, thereby customizing the output. Rulesmust be managed by a database so that they can be easily retrievedand reused. [DF92] discuss the use of a rule system to place names inmaps, for cartography applications. In sagre, name placement wouldbe one of the many components to be considered by the interface supportfacilities.4.4 Other demands from rule systemsOther types of rule application should also be considered. Integritymaintenance is, of course, a prime candidate. However, in this casedi�erent types of constraint have to be considered { spatial relationshipconstraints (e.g., [Peu88, PKC89, ES92]).Another application would be the support of temporal modelling andquerying (e.g., [SC91]).Finally, spatial relationships are computed by special-purpose mod-ules attached to the database system. Such functions can alternativelybe attached to rules. 12



5 ConclusionsThis paper presented a new domain for active database applications de-velopment and research { utility management systems in gis.The paper stresses the need for rules not only for integrity main-tenance (the standard case) but in other situations as well. First, rulesshould guide designers in planning the design, installation and expansionof public services { in this case, telephone lines { thus providing a deci-sion support environment for an engineering application. Second, theyare shown to be a means for support of monitoring of data acquisition.Finally, their role in helping customize output is described.Rules are applied to both traditional and spatial data. Constraintmaintenance here acquires a di�erent meaning { that of enforcing notonly traditional but also spatial invariants.The same type of case analysis can be applied to other applicationsof the same family { e.g., power line installation or sewage maintenance.Many other types of gis systems that are used for planning would alsobene�t from active database support { e.g., environment control.Unfortunately, the bulk and variety of data and diversity of rulesneeded precludes their e�ective use for the speci�c project discussed here.In order to e�ciently implement rules into sagre, there is an urgent needfor solutions in some of active database research fronts, especially im-provement of algorithms for rule processing and management, situationmonitoring, as well as appropriate languages for rule speci�cation.References[ACC+93] M. Adiba, C. Collet, T. Coupaye, P. Habraken, J. Machado,H. Martin, and C. Roncancio. Trigger Systems: Di�erentApproaches. Technical Report Aristote-SUR007, Laboratoirede G�enie Informtique, IMAG, 1993.[Aro89] S. Arono�. Geographic Information Systems. WDL Publica-tions, Canada, 1989. 13
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